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Abstract: Pixeom is a prototype gadget with the objective of giving alternative cloud services .Through the usage of a Pixeom 

X device, users can quickly create, access, and share their Content from anywhere while engaging with a worldwide 

community. Pixeom is the first company to not only integrate various cloud services in a box, but also to connect them 

globally, building a growing network of users and content that eliminates the need to sell personal data or collect membership 

fees to stay online via a data centre. With all of the recent news about Snapchat, Target, Dropbox, and the NSA, people are 

starting to realise the true costs of entrusting their data to others. Computer .Data centres have evolved into a repository of 

personal information that is frequently targeted by hackers or handed out to anyone with a badge who requests access. A 

prototype gadget aimed at providing alternative cloud services that don't force you to hand over control of your personal data 

in exchange for a handy digital service. Personal cloud platform based on Raspberry Pi. Users may set up their own personal 

cloud storage and other applications at home with the original Pixeom gadget. Pixeom's technology is also built on OpenStack, 

a major open-source initiative that assists businesses in managing their own data centres. Instead of employing hefty cloud 

service equipment, Pixeom is mostly used in cloud services. A gadget that safely stores all of your digital stuff and expands 

when you require more space. A device that contains whole discussion boards, allowing for secure communication and 

socialisation. 

 
Index times: Pixeom ,cloud storage ,cloud services,data privacy 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

 

 
Pixeom is a personal, encrypted cloud device that connects to your home Internet via Ethernet and provides cloud storage for 

your digital content without the need for third-party intermediaries, as well as unlimited storage expansion via chaining 

together multiple Pixeoms or plugging in additional USB hard drives. Karishma and Sam Nagar, a brother and sister combo, are 

developing a prototype device with the goal of providing alternative cloud services that do not require you to hand over the keys 

to your personal data in exchange for a convenient digital service. 

 

However, the device isn't just about storage. The Pixeom platform also provides alternative cloud apps to replace online 

services, citing Dropbox, Box, Google Drive, Microsoft Sharepoint, Facebook, and Amazon as examples of services it hopes 

to provide an alternative to without having to set up a NAS box or run your own server. File Exchange, Club Exchange, and 

Market Exchange are the three apps that will be included with Pixeom at launch, and they support file-sharing, document 

backup, collaboration, and syncing across multiple devices, as well as discussion boards for secure communication and digital 

socialising, and an interactive storefront for buying and selling, with Dwolla payment processing built-in. To put it another 

way, alternatives to things like Google Docs, Dropbox, Facebook, and Amazon Marketplace are just a few examples. 

 

Pixeom and its apps also do not have any membership costs. The entire business model is based on selling the hardware. The 

Pixeom device is driven by a Raspberry Pi microcontroller, which means it is low-power and low-cost.users of Pixeom have 

the option of keeping their device private or inviting trusted peers to cooperate within the protected network. There's also the 

possibility of joining a global network of Pixeom devices, which allows public material to be shared or advertised across the 

network.Because of the collaborative nature of Pixeom's platform, users can share material with anybody who can visit a 

webpage. 
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LITERATURE SURVEY 

Abishek Gosh said that Pixeom a prototype device with the aim of offering alternative cloud services (Personal Cloud Device). 

The Pixeom Personal Exchange Network allows users to easily create, access, and share their Content from anywhere while 

connecting with a global community, through the use of a Pixeom X device.Pixeom is not only the first to put multiple cloud 

services in a box, but also the first to connect them together globally, forming a growing network of users and content, 

eliminating the need to sell personal data or charge subscription fees in order to stay online via a datacenter. With all the news 

about Snapchat, Target, Dropbox, and the NSA floating around, people are starting to see the real consequences of trusting their 

data with someone else. Datacenters have become treasure troves of personal information that are regularly targeted by hackers, 

or turned over on a whim to anyone with a badge that who asks for it.A prototype device with the aim of offering alternative 

cloud services that don’t require you to hand over the keys to your private data in exchange for a convenient digital service. If 

the Pixeom name sounds familiar, that may be because you remember it as a Raspberry Pi-based personal cloud platform. 

Indeed, that’s the service the company first launched back in 2014. It quickly pivoted to an enterprise model, though. The 

original Pixeom device allowed users to set up their own personal cloud storage and other applications at home. While there is 

surely a market for these devices, especially among privacy-conscious tech enthusiasts, it’s not massive, especially as users 

became more comfortable with storing their data in the cloud. One of the major drivers was that it was actually very difficult 

to get VC funding in an industry where the market trends were all skewing towards the cloud.Pixeom also based its technology 

on OpenStack, the massive open-source project that helps enterprises manage their own data centers, which isn’t exactly known 

as a service that can easily be run on a single machine, let alone a low-powered one. Today, Pixeom uses containers to ship and 

manage its software on the edge. On the software side, Pixeom is relatively cloud agnostic. One nifty feature of the platform is 

that it is API-compatible with Google Cloud Platform, AWS and Azure and offers an extensive subset of those platforms’ core 

storage and compute services, including a set of machine learning tools. Pixeom’s implementation may be different, but for an 

app, the edge endpoint on a Pixeom machine reacts the same way as its equivalent endpoint on AWS.Pixeom is mainly plays 

a vital role in cloud services instead of using heavy cloud service machines. A device that securely stores all of your digital 

content, and keeps growing as you need more storage.A device that hosts entire discussion boards within it, facilitating secure 

communication and easy socializing.Pixeom users can also choose for their device to stay private or invite trusted friends to 

collaborate within the secure network. There’s also an option to join a global network of Pixeom devices so that public content 

can be shared/advertised within that wider network.The collaborative core of Pixeom’s platform means that a Pixeom owner 

can share content with anyone else (provided they have the ability to access a webpage). There’s no requirement for the content 

viewer to purchase Pixeom hardware or download their application, although there is a free mobile app for accessing the Pixeom 

Exchange Network of public content, as an alternative and richer point of entry to accessing this content via web browser. 

 

According to Gearhead opinon is the ambitious goal of a Kickstarter project called Pixeom.Based on a Raspberry Pi board with 

16GB of internal storage (expandable using USB drives) in a custom case, the Pixeom is a plug and play system accessed 

through a Web interface (support for mapped drives is planned) that can be set up as either a public or private system. The 

device is capable, it is claimed, of supporting 100 simultaneous users and everything is stored encrypted using AES-256.it 

Can perform at high temperatures well above 80 degrees Fahrenheit. Does not require an air-conditioned environment hence 

having zero cooling cost.Easy to setup and connect from anywhere in the world. It has a self configuration software built in 

that will perform a self installation without any human inference.Multiple Pixeoms can be linked to provide a single cloud that 

can be accessed from anywhere on the Internet and there are no subscription costs involved. From the Kickstarter campaign 

you can get just the software for $75 and a complete system for $125. The price for retail product hasn't been set yet.In short, 

this is an awesome idea and with just six days left in the Kickstarter campaign they've raised $64,704 on a target of $50,000 

showing that at least 482 backers also get the awesomeness. 

 

objectives 

• Each box owner has control his device. 

• more storage space without any subscription fees. 

• Discuss anything without any third party surveillance 

• Pixeom smart cloud device provides a suite of productivity,collebration and e-commerce app 

• Built with data center technology because it is secure ,scalable 

alternative to Public cloud and home NAS solutions. 

 
• It allows users to create ,access, and share their content anywhere. 
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METHADOLOGY 

 
TYPES OF CONTENT EXCHANGE 

Each box runs free apps for the 

owner o File Exchange 

o Club Exchange 

o Market Exchange 

• File Exchange 

Pixeom users can save and exchange files with built-in syncing, commenting, and versioning for easy recovery. In file 

exchange, for each file that we transmit to other people, we also send them an email with a private key. He'd have to access 

that file alone with key that another 

characteristic of this file exchange is that when someone uploads a file to its storage, he has two choices: View the file as both a 

private and public document. If we set it to private, it will only be visible to the user. If the user makes a file public, he can share 

it with specified people or groups. 

 

 
 

Club Exchange: Pixeom users can utilise Club Exchange to develop interactive discussion boards and social groups around 

topics of interest, or corporations can use it to stimulate communication.customers and business partners Anyone who wants to 

add a member to this exchange must first send a request to another. If the other party want to participate in the conversation, 

he must obtain the key from the mail and insert it into the approved submission. 

 
 

• Market Exchange 

allows Pixeom users to construct interactive online stores or list individual things for sale without having to pay listing fees or lose 

money owing to high hosting service provider charges. Payment processing, inventory management, and customer relation 

managementare all in the app 

 
We are a hybrid of Dropbox/Box/Facebook/Shopify with a focus on privacy, offering all cloud services in a box for a nominal 

one-time fee. Many people are putting their personal information on the internet thanks to sites like Facebook. Most users 

are unaware that they have the ability to change their privacy settings, and that their information is available to the public 

unless they do so. Facebook and Twitter have increased in popularity by broadcasting status updates that include personal 

information like location. Some applications go dangerously close to "cyber stalking." As a result, the role of Internet privacy 

has been reinterpreted as overlapping with that of security.Some apps are specifically designed for "cyber stalking." A 

programme called "Creepy" can use GPS to track a person's whereabouts on a map. 

 
Facebook "Places" is a Facebook service that makes user location information available to the social media community. Users 

can "check-in" at a variety of venues, including Retail stores, convenience stores, and restaurants are among the locations. 

Users can also establish their own "place" on the Internet, revealing personal information. This type of location tracking is 

automated and requires manual deactivation. To preserve privacy, the user must switch off and manage a variety of settings. 

Facebook users should disable "Friends can check me in to Places," adjust "Places I Check In," disable "People Here Now," 

and uncheck "Places I've Visited," according to epic.org. Furthermore, two complaints have been filed with the Federal 

Trading Commission regarding Facebook's "unfair and misleading" trade practises, which are utilised to target advertising 

sectors of the online community. "Places" keeps track of user location and is largely used for advertising. Each Third-party 

advertisers can tailor adverts to a person's interests based on their location. The Federal Trade Commissioner and the 

Electronic Privacy Information Center are currently investigating the problem of social networking site location data tracking. 

Pixeom is a scalable and portable gadget that grows as a single huge storage pool rather than many "islands" of user data. And 

it's an optional exchange network where anyone may view a wealth of public content from other people's devices, with the 

potential to one day compete massive datacenters built on public networks. 

Connection To The Global Network 

A Pixcom device has three ports, including an RJ45 connector and two USB connectors. This RJ45 socket is used to connect 

an Ethernet cable to the Internet, while the ports are used to connect external storage devices. It can also be connected to any 

device, such as laptops, mobile phones, and so on, by using another port When the Pixeom is connected to any of the 

device, Open any 

browser and type the port number of the device. 

Then we can do any of the procedures we want. We can upload our files to files and share them with other Pixeom users. 

These files can be locked using keys, and they can also be sent from one user to another. In the cooperation section, group talks 

regarding various topics such as education, lifestyle, business, and so on are common. Finally, on the Pixeom listings, we may 

sell our products as well as buy any product for free. 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

As a result of the storm of eavesdropping revelations, some counter-moments are now rising to put to the test the widely held 

belief that using cloud computing necessitates surrendering your personal information and abandoning any kind of security. It 

is a standalone, encrypted cloud device that connects to your home Internet via Ethernet and provides distributed storage for 

your advanced content without the need for external mediators, as well as the ability to expand storage space indefinitely by 
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tying together multiple Pixeoms or connecting to additional USB hard drives such as USB SSD. As a result, Pixeom is critical 

in today's environment. Pixeom is a model device founded by siblings Karishma and Sam Nagar with the goal of providing 

optional services. Cloud services that do not require you to hand up the keys to your personal information in exchange for 

efficient automated management. Several big-name tech behemoths have built hugely profitable businesses by selling your 

preferences and dislikes to promoters. Pixeom will provide you with a platform where you may share that information in any 

scenario. According to Pixeom's Nagar, "public cloud services are all built on the foundation of the data centre, and it's a 

treasure trove of personal information that's vulnerable to data breaches or being accessed by the service providers because 

they create their own encryption keys that let them access your data." 

CONCLUSION 

Pixeom is an anti-corporate cloud device that offers numerous benefits. Increasing data storage without incurring any costs is 

the main goal. Increase the privacy of personal information. It ensures safe and secure data delivery. Finally, these services 

are supplied without the involvement of any third parties. Since the advent of the Pixeom cloud device, the market for cloud 

services for industrial purposes has grown dramatically. Finally, it is a fantastic device that is utilised for cloud services rather 

than carrying large, pricey items. The gadget can be modified in the future by adding new features such as Wifi connectivity, 

new ports for connecting other peripheral devices, and more storage space. 
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• File Exchange 

Pixeom users can save and exchange files with built-in syncing, commenting, and versioning for easy recovery. In file 

exchange, for each file that we transmit to other people, we also send them an email with a private key. He'd have to access 

that file alone with key that another 

 

characteristic of this file exchange is that when someone uploads a file to its storage, he has two choices: View the file as both a 

private and public document. If we set it to private, it will only be visible to the user. If the user makes a file public, he can share 

it with specified people or groups. 

 

Club Exchange: Pixeom users can utilise Club Exchange to develop interactive discussion boards and social groups 

around topics of interest, or corporations can use it to stimulate communication.customers and business partners Anyone who 

wants to add a member to this exchange must first send a request to another. If the other party want to participate in the 

conversation, he must obtain the key from the mail and insert it into the approved submission. 

 

 
 

• Market Exchange 

allows Pixeom users to construct interactive online stores or list individual things for sale without having to pay listing fees or lose 

money owing to high hosting service provider charges. Payment processing, inventory management, and customer relation 

managementare all in the app We are a hybrid of Dropbox/Box/Facebook/Shopify with a focus on privacy, offering all cloud 

services in a box for a nominal one-time fee. Many people are putting their personal information on the internet thanks to sites 

like Facebook. Most users are unaware that they have the ability to change their privacy settings, and that their information is 

available to the public unless they do so. Facebook and Twitter have increased in popularity by broadcasting status updates that 

include personal information like location. Some applications go dangerously close to "cyber stalking." As a result, the role of 

Internet privacy has been reinterpreted as overlapping with that of security.Some apps are specifically designed for "cyber 

stalking." A programme called "Creepy" can use GPS to track a person's whereabouts on a map. 

 

Facebook "Places" is a Facebook service that makes user location information available to the social media community. Users 

can "check-in" at a variety of venues, including Retail stores, convenience stores, and restaurants are among the locations. 

Users can also establish their own "place" on the Internet, revealing personal information. This type of location tracking is 

automated and requires manual deactivation. To preserve privacy, the user must switch off and manage a variety of settings. 

Facebook users should disable "Friends can check me in to Places," adjust "Places I Check In," disable "People Here Now," 

and uncheck "Places I've Visited," according to epic.org. Furthermore, two complaints have been filed with the Federal Trading 

Commission regarding Facebook's "unfair and misleading" trade practises, which are utilised to target advertising sectors of 

the online community. "Places" keeps track of user location and is largely used for advertising. Each Third-party advertisers 

can tailor adverts to a person's interests based on their location. The Federal Trade Commissioner and the Electronic Privacy 

Information Center are currently investigating the problem of social networking site location data tracking. 

 

Pixeom is a scalable and portable gadget that grows as a single huge storage pool rather than many "islands" of user data. And 

it's an optional exchange network where anyone may view a wealth of public content from other people's devices, with the 

potential to one day compete massive datacenters built on public networks. 

 

Connection To The Global Network 

A Pixcom device has three ports, including an RJ45 connector and two USB connectors. This RJ45 socket is used to connect 

an Ethernet cable to the Internet, while the ports are used to connect external storage devices. It can also be connected to any 

device, such as laptops, mobile phones, and so on, by using another port When the Pixeom is connected to any of the 

device, Open any 

browser and type the port number of the device. 

 
Then we can do any of the procedures we want. We can upload our files to files and share them with other Pixeom users. 

These files can be locked using keys, and they can also be sent from one user to another. In the cooperation section, group talks 

regarding various topics such as education, lifestyle, business, and so on are common. Finally, on the Pixeom listings, we may 

sell our products as well as buy any product for free. 
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

As a result of the storm of eavesdropping revelations, some counter-moments are now rising to put to the test the widely held 

belief that using cloud computing necessitates surrendering your personal information and abandoning any kind of security. It 

is a standalone, encrypted cloud device that connects to your home Internet via Ethernet and provides distributed storage for 

your advanced content without the need for external mediators, as well as the ability to expand storage space indefinitely by 

tying together multiple Pixeoms or connecting to additional USB hard drives such as USB SSD. As a result, Pixeom is critical 

in today's environment. Pixeom is a model device founded by siblings Karishma and Sam Nagar with the goal of providing 

optional services. Cloud services that do not require you to hand up the keys to your personal information in exchange for 

efficient automated management. Several big-name tech behemoths have built hugely profitable businesses by selling your 

preferences and dislikes to promoters. Pixeom will provide you with a platform where you may share that information in any 

scenario. According to Pixeom's Nagar, "public cloud services are all built on the foundation of the data centre, and it's a 

treasure trove of personal information that's vulnerable to data breaches or being accessed by the service providers because 

they create their own encryption keys that let them access your data." 

 

CONCLUSION 

Pixeom is an anti-corporate cloud device that offers numerous benefits. Increasing data storage without incurring any costs is 

the main goal. Increase the privacy of personal information. It ensures safe and secure data delivery. Finally, these 

services are supplied without the involvement of any third parties. Since the advent of the Pixeom cloud device, the market for 

cloud services for industrial purposes has grown dramatically. Finally, it is a fantastic device that is utilised for cloud services 

rather than carrying large, pricey items. The gadget can be modified in the future by adding new features such as Wifi 

connectivity, new ports for connecting other peripheral devices, and more storage space. 
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